Abstract. A novel inductive logic programming system, called Classic'cl is presented. Classic'cl integrates several settings for learning, in particular learning from interpretations and learning from satisfiability. Within these settings, it addresses predictive, descriptive and probabilistic modeling tasks. As such, Classic'cl (C-armr, cLAudien, icl-S(S)at, ICl, and CLlpad) integrates several well-known inductive logic programming systems such as Claudien, Warmr (and its extension C-armr), ICL, ICL-SAT, and CLLPAD. We report on the implementation, the integration issues as well as on some experiments that compare Classic'cl with its predecessors.
Introduction
Over the last decade, a wide variety of inductive logic programming (ILP) systems have been developed. At the same time, some of the most advanced systems such as Progol [18, 24] and ACE 1 can solve several different types of problems or problem settings. Indeed, Progol is able to learn predicates from positive and negative examples, from positives only, or even to learn stochastic logic programs. Ace [3] induces rules (as in ICL [8] ), decision trees (as in TILDE [1] ) and frequent patterns and association rules (as in Warmr [9] ). However, most of the present inductive logic programming techniques focus on predictive data mining setting and also deal with the traditional learning from entailment setting [5] . The key contribution of this paper is the introduction of the system Classic'cl, which learns from interpretations in a descriptive as well as in a classification setting. The key novelty is that it tightly integrates several descriptive inductive logic programming, such as Claudien [6] , Warmr [9] , C-armr [7] , and LLPADs [22] . This is realized using a generalized descriptive inductive logic programming algorithm that employs conjunctive constraints for specifying the clauses of interest. A wide variety of constraints is incorporated, including minimum frequency, covers, satisfies, maximum generality, exclusive disjunctions, and condensed representations [7] . As suchClassic'cl also fits the inductive querying paradigm proposed by [12] . By combining the constraints in different ways,Classic'cl can emulate Warmr, Claudien, C-armr and CLLPADS as well as some novel variations. Classic'cl is derived from the implementation of C-armr [7] . The resulting system is a relatively light but efficient Prolog program. The performance ofClassic'cl is experimentally compared with some of its predecessors, such as Ace and Claudien, some of which are based advanced implementation techniques such as query packs [23] . In addition to the descriptive setting, Classic'cl also includes a predictive learning setting that emulates the ICL system [8] .
This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we introduce several general constraints for the descriptive ILP problem and show how known algorithms can be expressed in this formalism. A general algorithm to tackle the descriptive data-mining problem is presented in 3, some implementational issues are briefly described in section 4 and experiments are presented in section 5. We discuss briefly the predictive setting of Classic'cl in section 6 and in section 7 we touch on related work and conclude. This paper relies on some (inductive) logic programming concepts. The reader unfamiliar with this terminology is referred to the appendix and [20] for more details.
2 The descriptive inductive logic programming problem 2.1 Constraint based mining problem Mannila and Toivonen [16] formalized the task of data mining as that of finding the set T h(Q, D, L), where Q is a constraint or query, D a data set and L a set of patterns.
When applying this definition of descriptive data mining to inductive logic programming, the language L will be a set of clauses, the data set D a set of examples and Q can be a complex constraint. Clauses are expressions of the form
where the h i and b j are logical atoms and all variables are universally quantified (cf. the Appendix). Within descriptive approaches to inductive logic programming, the learning from interpretations setting has been popular, and is incorporated in some well-known systems such as Claudien, Warmr, C-armr, Farmr, and CLLPADS. We therefore choose interpretations as examples. Formally speaking, for the purposes of this paper, an interpretation is a set of ground facts. Combining these yields the following descriptive inductive logic programming problem, which is tackled in this paper:
Given: -a language L h (i.e., a set of clauses) -a set of interpretations E -a constraint cons(h, E) ∈ {true, f alse} where h ∈ L h Find: -T h(cons, E, L h ), i.e., the set of clauses c ∈ L h for which cons(c, E) = true Using this generic formulation of descriptive inductive logic programming, we can now consider various constraints. Please note, that cons can be a conjunction of various constraints c 1 ∧ · · · ∧ c k , such as frequency, covers, cf. below. Some of the constraints can be monotonic or anti-monotonic, which can be used for pruning the search for solutions. Basically, a constraint cons m is monotonic if it is the case that all specializations s of a clause c will satisfy cons m whenever c does, and a constraint cons a is anti-monotonic if it is the case that all generalizations g of a clause c will satisfy cons m whenever c does. The framework for generality that we employ is the standard one in inductive logic programming, i.e. Plotkin's θ-subsumption, which states that a clause c is more general than a clause c if and only if there exists a substitution θ such that cθ ⊂ C .
Constraints for inductive logic programming
Motivated by constraints used in the inductive logic programming systems Claudien, Warmr, C-armr, Farmr, CLLPAD,Classic'cl employs the constraints specified below. All constraints are defined on clauses of the form
The idea is that T contains a background theory specifying properties of the predicates under consideration. s-free clauses then contain no redundancies w.r.t. this background theory (cf. [7] ). E.g., consider the theory T = {leq(X, Y ) ← leq(X, Z), leq(Z, Y )} which specifies the transitivity property of the relation less than or equal. This allows to exclude clauses such as ← leq(X, Z), leq(Z, Y ), leq(X, Y ) because the last literal is redundant. So, s-freeness allows the learner to take into account the semantics of the domain, and avoids having redundant literals in the condition part of the rule, see [7] for more details. 
Whereas s − f reeness allows to filter out redundancies w.r.t. the theory, f reeness assures that there are no redundant literals given the data. E.g., given the interpretation {beer(duvel), alcohol(duvel), alcohol(wodka)}, the clause ← beer(X) is free while ← beer(X) ∧ alcohol(X) is not free, because the clause alcohol(X) ← beer(X) is satisfied by the interpretation. So, the condition alcohol(X) does not change the coverage of the clause, cf. [7] for more details. 9. δ − f ree(E) is true, where δ is a natural number, if and only if there is no range-restricted clause
By setting δ > 0, one does not require that the rule perfectly holds on the data, but only that it holds approximately, as one allows for δ exceptions. δ − f ree clauses form a kind of condensed representation for mining in an inductive logic programming setting, cf. [4, 7] . Note, that for δ = 0, δ−f ree = f ree.
consistent(T ) is true, where T is a set of horn clauses, if and only if
, if it is satisfiable. E.g., consider the theory T = {← parent(X, X)} which specifies that no one is its own parent. Any clause containing this literal is not consistent with respect to T .
The above specified constraints have the following properties: covers is antimonotonic, satisf ies is monotonic, query is anti-monotonic, consistent is antimonotonic, s − f ree is anti-monotonic, f ree is anti-monotonic, δ-free is antimonotonic, f req(h, cons a , E) > t is anti-monotonic, f req(h, cons m , E) > t is monotonic, xor is anti-monotonic w.r.t. the head only, i.e., xor is anti-monotonic w.r.t. a fixed body. Clauses with an empty head always satisfy the xor constraint. Therefore, this constraint only applies when refining the heads of clauses.
The maxgen constraint is special because it is is neither monotonic nor antimonotonic. Therefore, it will require special attention in our algorithm. Please note that according to its definition it applies only to the heads of clauses! 2.3 Existing descriptive inductive logic programming systems Claudien [6] was one of the first descriptive inductive logic programming systems. Claudien essentially searches for all maximally general clauses that satisfy a set of interpretations. This corresponds to using the following constraint:
maxgen ∧ f req(satif ies, E) = |E| As an example consider the single interpretation {beer(duvel), wodka(smirnov), alcohol(duvel), alcohol(smirnov)} and assume that the language bias specifies that only clauses with one variable and without constants may be used. Then using this constraint, one would find the following clauses: {beer(X)∨wodka(X) ← alcohol(X); ← beer(X) ∧ wodka(X); alcohol(X) ← wodka(X); alcohol(X) ← beer(X)} Warmr [9] is a popular inductive logic programming system that extends the well-known Apriori system to a relational data mining setting. It employs essentially the following constraint:
query ∧ f req(covers, E) > t Reconsider the same example and language bias and assume that t = 1. Then the following queries would be generated: {← beer(X); ← wodka(X); ← alcohol(X); ← beer(X), alcohol(X); ← wodka(X), alcohol(X)}.
C-armr [7] is a variant of Warmr that extends Warmr with condensed representations. Additional constraints that can be imposed include f ree, s − f ree, consistent and δ − f ree. On the same example, and having the additional constraint f ree, the following queries would be generated. {← beer(X); ← wodka(X); ← alcohol(X)} CLLPAD combines ideas from Claudien with probabilistic inductive logic programming. It essentially mines for LPADS, [26] . These consists of annotated clauses of the form (h 1 :
The head atoms h i of the clauses fulfill the xor constraint, such that for each body only at most one h i is true with a certain probability. In order to consider the clauses c i of an LPAD P independently as in traditional inductive logical programs maxgen ∧ e∈E xor(e) ∧ f req(satisf ies, E) = |E| ∧ f req(covers, E) ≥ 1
Notice that the xor constraints together with the satisf ies one actually imply the maxgen one, so that the CLLPAD can be considered a specialization of the Claudien setting. This constraint is imposed in an early system inducing LPADs, introduced in [22] . The annotated clauses satisfying the constraint are then post-processed by CLLPAD using a constraint satisfaction approach, which assures that resulting set of clauses forms an appropriate probabilistic model for the given interpretation. The details of this post-processing step and CSP formulation are beyond the scope of this paper, but see [22] . It also directly applies to the output ofClassic'cl. To illustrate CLLPAD, consider the following examples: {beer(duvel), alcohol(duvel)} and {wodka(smirnov), alcohol(smirnov)}. Then the clauses {0.5 : beer(X) ∨ 0.5wodka(X) ← alcohol(X); 1 : alcohol(X) ← wodka(X); 1 : alcohol(X) ← beer(X)} would satisfy the constraints. (CHECK)
As in [22] the rules get annotated using the equation α i = P e∈E,satisf ies(h i ←b 1 ∧···∧bn,e) π * P (e) P e∈E,covers(←b 1 ∧···∧bn ,e) π * which are covered by h i ∧ b divided by the sum of probabilities of the interpretations which are covered by b.
In addition, using these constraints several new combinations are enabled. These include, e.g.
-the use of the constraints regarding condensed representations within the Claudien and CLLPAD setting, e.g., f ree, δ − f ree and s − f ree. The effect of these constraints is that less patterns are found, that they are typically found more efficiently and also that (for f ree and s − f ree) only redundant and undesirable clauses are pruned away, without affecting the semantics of the solution set. So, in general, this will be a desirable property. -the original implementation of LLPAD, as described in [22] , does not seem to allow for the use of variables in clauses, which essentially corresponds to a propositional version of LLPAD. In contrast, the version inClassic'cl does allow for variabelized clauses. -new combinations, combining, e.g., f req(satisf ies, E), f req(covers, E) and δ-free, now become possible.
The descriptive inductive logic programming algorithm
By now we are able to specify the algorithm. We will first discover all bodies that satisfy the constraints, and then expand these into those clauses that satisfy also the head. The algorithm employs two different phases for realizing that. The first phase employs a body refinement operator ρ b , which merely refines the body of a clause (i.e., adds literals to the body), whereas the second phase employs a head refinement operator ρ o , which merely refines the head by adding literals to the conclusion part of clauses.
The body function (algorithm 1) is very similar to a traditional level wise search algorithm such as Warmr. Indeed, if one only searches for frequent queries, then cons = f req(h, covers, E) > t ∧ query(h), the body function implements Warmr. To this aim, it starts from the empty query and repeatedly refines itin a level wise fashion -until the anti-monotonic cons a part of the constraint cons no longer holds on candidate clauses. The algorithm does not only keep track of the clauses satisfying the anti-monotonic constraint cons a (on the F i ) but also of the negative border (using the I i ). This is useful for pruning because -when working with a language bias specified using rmodes (cf. below) -not all clauses in the θ-subsumption lattice are within the language L h , i.e. the language L h is not anti-monotonic. For clausal logic, a language is anti-monotonic when for all clauses
Even though this assumption holds for expressive pattern languages such as those involving trees or graphs, cf. [13] , it is typically invalid in the case of inductive logic programming because of the mode and type restrictions. Consider for instance the clause p(K) ← benzene(K, S) ∧ member(A, S) ∧ atom(K, A, c). Even though this clause will typically satisfy the syntactic constraints, its generalization p(K) ← member(A, S) will typically not be mode-conform. Because the language L h employed in inductive logic programming is not anti-monotonic, one need not only keep track of the frequent clauses, but also of the (maximally general) infrequent ones. Furthermore, when a new candidate is generated, it is tested whether the candidate is not subsumed by an already known infrequent one.
The interesting and new part of the algorithm is concerned with the function head (algorithm 2). This part is used with the constraint query ∈ cons, and one searched for proper clauses, not just queries. The algorithm then proceeds as follows. The body function computes -as before -those queries that satisfy the anti-monotonic constraint cons a . The head function is then invoked using the call head(cons, F ). Within the procedure head, the body part of the clauses is not changed, but only the head is changed using a head refinement operator ρ h (which adds literals to the head). Within this context, the algorithm head is similar in spirit to the level wise algorithm, except that if the constraint maxgen is included in cons, those clauses that satisfy cons are no longer refined. The algorithm employs a list of candidate clauses on C i . Those candidates satisfying the constraint are put on S i , the set of solutions. Depending on maxgen all candidates on C i or only those not satisfying cons are refined. The algorithm then outputs, according to some filter, all solutions ∪S i . In general, the filter is a none-filter, not applying any restrictions on the output patterns, except in setting such as that required in CLPADS, a different filter option is used. 
Algorithm 1 The generic function body(cons, E).

Implementation Issues
Language Bias Within inductive logic programming, L h typically imposes syntactic restrictions on the clauses to be used as patterns. Whereas some of the original implementations (such as Claudien [10] ) employed complex formalisms such as DLAB,Classic'cl uses the now standard mode and type restrictions (rmodes) of inductive logic programming.
Optimizations and optimal refinement operators In order to search efficiently for solutions, it is important that each relevant pattern is generated at most once. Early implementations [11] of frequent pattern mining systems in inductive logic programming were inefficient because they generated several syntactic variants of the same clause and had to filter these away using computationally expensive subsumption tests. To avoid this, optimal refinement operators (using some canonical form) are employed. As Classic'cl is based on the original C-Armr implementation of [7] , it employs the same optimal refinement operator. In a similar way, we have used a canonical form and optimal refinement operator defined for disjunctive head literals with a fixed body.
As computing constrains like the frequency of a clause is computationally expensive, several optimizations have been proposed, cf. [2] . As the implementation of Classic'cl is based on the original C-Armr algorithm by De Raedt and Ramon [7] , it employs the same kind of optimizations (including smartcalls [23] ) and is equally designed as a light Prolog implementation that is small but still reasonably efficient
Experiments
The aim of the experiments was to 1) investigate the performace of Classic'cl w.r.t the original implementations, and 2) show that we can tackle some new problem settings.
Datasets We used one artificial and three real-world datasets. As artifical datasets, we have chosen the Bongard 300 and 6013 datasets, both describing pictures containing geometric objects together with relations to each other. As real world datasets, we have chosen the Mutagenesis data set [15, 25] , the secondary structure prediction dataset from [19] , and the SCOP-fold dataset [14] . The Mutagenesis data set is comprised of 230 different chemical molecules and divided into a regression-friendly subset (188 entries), and a regression-unfriendly subset (42 entries) with annotated structural information. The numerical information as well as the predefined structural alerts in this data set were discarded in this work. The secondary structure dataset consist of 12 amino acid chains (proteins) and their corresponding secondary structure for each amino acid), as well as information about neighboring amino acids, as well as amino acids properties. There are 848 α-helix, 45 β-strand, and 719 coil examples. The SCOP-fold [14] dataset was only used to evaluate the CLLPAD setting. The dataset was derived from the SCOP database [21] , and represents structural information of a number of examples from five different folds from the α/β class  (f old1, f old2, f old23, f old37, f old55) . The original data from Kersting et. al. [14] describes secondary structure groups (stretches of helices and of β-strands) of each protein with discretised length and subtypes (α-helix or '3-10' helix for helix, and null, parallel, or anti-parallel for strands). The data was transformed, s.t. for each secondary structure group as well as the preceeding group, given the actual fold of an example, the probability was calculated over all examples. The new data contained two structure groupings (current and previous), a fold class, as well as the prior probability of this combination occurring in the data. This reformatting resulting gave gave 739 examples with prior probabilities.
Warmr and C-armr As a first experiment we compared ACE-Warmr with Classic'cl. ACE-Warmr is the original Warmr algorithm in the ACE toolkit [3] . ACE is implemented in Prolog using a custon build Prolog engine (IProlog). ACE-Warmr can be used with a number of optimisations, such as query packs [2] . The results of the comparision can be seen in Table 1 . Comparision between the ACE implementations of WARMR and Classic'cl in the Warmr and C-armr setting. For the C-armr setting, we chose to employ δ − f ree, ... (with δ = 0, t = 2 and maxlevel = 4). ACE-Warmr (packs) denotes the setting for ACE with the option 'use packs(ilp)'.
As a second test, we investigated the seach for disjunctive clauses versus the search for horn clauses on a number of datasets describes in section 5. This compares to the settings cons 1 = f req(h, covers, E) > t ∧ query(h) ∧ f req(h, satisf ies, E) > t to cons 2 = query(h) ∧ f req(h, covers, E) > t. Table 2 . Comparison between the runtimes and number of rules for the definite (cons = query(h) ∧ f req(h, covers, E) > t) and disjunctive (cons = query(h) ∧ f req(h, satisf ies, E) > t ) search for the different data sets.
Claudien We evaluated the C-armr based Claudien implementation (Classic'l Claudien) with the original Claudien implementation. For this we have chosen the Mutagenisis and Bongard problems presented in section 5. As we only had a compiled version for the original Claudien version available, we run all tests on a SUN Blade 1550 (32 Bit, 512 MB RAM, 1GHz, SunOS 5.9). Due to the limitation in hardware, we only mined for Horn clauses with a maximum of five literals in the case of the Mutagenesis experiment. This restriction was necessary, as the computational costs proved to be too high for the original implemetation of Claudien. In the case of the Bongard 300 experiment we also restricted the search to definite clauses, because the two different language bias definition languages rmodes and DLAB are too different to generate comparable results. The results of this comparision can be found in Table 3 . Comparison between the original Claudien and the Classic'cl in the Claudien setting. The differences in the number of rules found is due to the different language bias used (DLAB vs. rmodes). To avoid the comparision between the different setting we also present the time spent by the two implementations producing a rule in seconds per rule. Classic'cl clearly outperformes the original algorithm.
CLLPAD We employed the LPAD setting and applied it to the SCOP dataset. The test here was to evaluate the applicability of the CLLPAD setting to a real world database. To construct the initial set of clauses, Classi'cl took 5,714 seconds. Applying the postprocessing filter solving the CSP took 5,742 seconds and resulted in 33 LPADs build from 18 horn clauses and 7 annotated disjunctive clauses. The disjunctive clauses produced, all center around three folds, name fold1, fold37, and fold55. For space limitations, detailed results are omitted from this paper. This application was impossible with the previous implementation of LLPADs which only employes propositional toy examples.
To summarise, the experiments clearly show that Classic'cl can indeed simulate its predecessors, that its performace is much better of that of Claudien and despite the light Prolog implementation realistic enough to be applied to real-world data.
Predictive Setting
Classic'cl also includes two predictive settings: one that implements the ICL system [8] that learns a set of clauses that satisfy all the positive interpretations but none of the negative ones, and an extension of ICL towards learning from satisfiability. These components were implemented using the same type of refinements (though a non-optimal operator has to be used because of the greedy search incorporated in ICL), and its search strategies are actually quite close to the well-known CN2 algorithm, i.e. it employs a covering approach together with a beam-search. Due to space restrictions, we do not further elaborate on this predictive component.
A novel descriptive data mining approach within the inductive logic programming setting of learning from interpretations has been presented. The approach incorporates ideas from constraint based mining in that a rich variety of constraints on target hypotheses can be specified. The algorithm is also incorporated in the systemClassic'cl, which is able to emulate many of its predecessors such as Claudien, Warmr, c-Armr, CLLPad, as well as ICL and ICL-sat, as well as some new settings. Classic'cl is implemented in Prolog and it is available from the authors.
Appendix: Logic Programming Concepts
A first order alphabet is a set of predicate symbols, constant symbols and functor symbols. A clause is a formula of the form A 1 ∨ · · · ∨ A k ← B 1 ∧ · · · ∧ B n where the A j and B i are logical atoms. An atom p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) is a predicate symbol p/n followed by a bracketed n-tuple of terms t i . A term t is a variable V or a function symbol f (t 1 , . . . , t k ) immediately followed by a bracketed n-tuple of terms t i . Constants are function symbols of arity 0. Functor-free clauses are clauses that contain only variables as terms. The above clause can be read as A if B 1 and . . . and B n . All variables in clauses are universally quantified, although this is not explicitly written. We call A 1 ∨ · · · ∨ A k the head of the clause and B 1 ∧ · · · ∧ B n the body of the clause. A definite clause has k = 1, a horn clause k ≤ 1 and a fact is a definite clause with an empty body, (k = 1, n = 0). Throughout the paper, we assume that all clauses are range restricted, which means that all variables occurring in the head of a clause also occur in its body. A substitution θ ={V 1 ← t 1 , . . . , V k ← t k } is an assignment of terms to variables. Applying a substitution θ to a clause, atom or term e yields the expression eθ where all occurrences of variables V i have been replaced by the corresponding terms.
